CHICO UNIFIED NUTRITION SERVICES SITE NEEDS

Chapman

1. MPR and kitchen painted and new décor
2. Updated serving lines to address cold wells/ hot wells/ display tables/ sneeze guard
3. Replace cooling system for walk-in and walk-in freezer
4. New floor kitchen and MPR
5. New dish area to come up to today’s standards
6. New dining tables and chairs
7. New heating and AC unit

Citrus

1. MPR and kitchen painted and new décor
2. Updated serving lines to address cold wells/ hot wells/ display tables/ sneeze guard
3. Purchase and install walk-in freezer/cooler combo unit
4. New floor kitchen and MPR
5. New dish area to come up to today’s standards
6. New dining tables and chairs
7. New heating and AC unit

Hooker Oak

1. Kitchen painted and new décor
2. Updated serving lines to address cold wells/ hot wells/ display tables/ sneeze guard
3. Replace cooling system for walk-in and walk-in freezer
4. New floor kitchen and MPR
5. New dish area to come up to today’s standards
6. Reconfigure kitchen to allow for better/ faster service
7. New heating and AC unit

McManus

1. MPR and kitchen painted and new décor
2. Updated serving lines to address cold wells/ hot wells/ display tables/ sneeze guard
3. Purchase and install walk-in freezer/cooler combo unit
4. New floor kitchen and MPR
5. New dish area to come up to today’s standards
6. New dining tables and chairs
Marigold

1. MPR and kitchen painted and new décor
2. Updated serving lines to address cold wells/ hot wells/ display tables/ sneeze guard
3. Purchase and install walk-in freezer/cooler combo unit
4. New floor kitchen and MPR
5. New dish area to come up to today’s standards
6. New dining tables and chairs
7. Neal Dow
8. MPR and kitchen painted and new décor
9. Updated serving lines to address cold wells/ hot wells/ display tables/ sneeze guard
10. Purchase and install walk-in freezer/cooler combo unit
11. New floor kitchen and MPR
12. New dish area to come up to today’s standards
13. New dining tables and chairs

Parkview

1. MPR and kitchen painted and new décor
2. Updated serving lines to address cold wells/ hot wells/ display tables/ sneeze guard
3. Purchase and install walk-in freezer/cooler combo unit
4. New floor kitchen and MPR
5. New dish area to come up to today’s standards
6. New dining tables and chairs
7. New heating and AC unit

Emma Wilson

1. MPR and kitchen painted and new décor
2. Updated serving lines to address cold wells/ hot wells/ display tables/ sneeze guard
3. New dining tables and chairs

Rosedale

1. MPR and kitchen painted and new décor
2. Updated serving lines to address cold wells/ hot wells/ display tables/ sneeze guard
3. Purchase and install walk-in freezer/cooler combo unit
4. New floor kitchen and MPR
5. New dish area to come up to today’s standards
6. New dining tables and chairs
7. New heating and AC unit
Sierra View

1. MPR and kitchen painted and new décor
2. Updated serving lines to address cold wells/ hot wells/ display tables/ sneeze guard
3. Purchase and install walk-in freezer/cooler combo unit
4. New floor kitchen and MPR
5. New dish area to come up to today’s standards
6. New dining tables and chairs
7. New heating and AC unit

PVHS/FVHS/BJHS

1. MPR and kitchen painted and new décor
2. Updated serving lines to address cold wells/ hot wells/ display tables/ sneeze guard
3. Purchase and install walk-in freezer/cooler combo unit
4. New floor kitchen and MPR
5. New dish area to come up to today’s standards
6. New dining tables and chairs
7. New heating and AC unit